Neuronal territory formation by the atypical cadherins and clustered protocadherins.
Spatial patterns of neuronal connectivity are critical for neural circuit function and information processing. For many neuron types, the development of stereotyped dendritic and axonal territories involves reiterative contacts between neurites and successive re-calibration of branch outgrowth and directionality. Here I review emerging roles for members of the atypical cadherins (Fmi/Celsrs) and the clustered Protocadherins (Pcdhs) in neurite patterning. These cell-surface molecules have shared functions: they engage in homophilic recognition and mediate dynamic and contact-dependent interactions to establish reproducible and space-filling arborization patterns. As shown in genetic and molecular studies, the atypical cadherins and clustered Pcdhs serve in multiple contexts and signal diverse actions such as neurite repulsion or selective adhesion. In some cell types, they regulate the non-overlapping arrangement of branches achieved through homotypic interactions, such as in self-avoidance or tiling. In others, they promote dendritic complexity through cell-cell interactions. With critical roles in both the fine-scale arrangement of axonal and dendritic branching and the large-scale organization of axon tracts and neuronal networks, the atypical cadherins and clustered Pcdhs are key regulators of neural circuit assembly and function.